
TERMINOLOGY
■ CONSERVATOR

Over the past 60 years, the term “conservator” was promoted by international con-

servation communities and organizations in an effort to redefine the nature of the

work that is performed. At a conference in Rome in 1930, George Stout, a noted

conservator and writer on conservation, noted that the conference “seems to have oc-

curred at or near the end of an indefinitely long period of complacency with respect

to the conservation of works of art,” during which restoration was “a trade, a craft in

which the craftsman could lay claim to diverse and irregular funds of knowledge and

ability. By 1930 there was vocal disquiet about this . . . Many art historians and a

few curators and collectors complained and asked for more rigid standards of qualifi-

cation for those who would act as restorers.” It seems to have been at this confer-

ence, attended by 150 museum professionals, that the term conservator was first de-

finitively applied to this field of art.

■ CONSERVATOR WORKING AT A MICROSCOPE

Working under a binocular microscope, a paintings conservator is able to see

minute damages such as tears and paint losses. Micro-testing must be done under the

microscope to ensure a paint sample is taken accurately to minimize possible dam-

age and to keep testing areas small and unnoticeable to the naked eye.

View of the City of Toronto. Top: After treatment. Middle: Before treatment.

Bottom: Ultraviolet light examination before treatment. Details: Left: Overpainted

left edge, before treatment. Top right: Multi-directional tear before treatment.

Bottom right: Tear as seen under ultraviolet light.
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determine the solubility of the paint and

surface coating layers.Tests such as these 

can provide a better understanding of the

material composition of the painting’s image

layers—and they also aid us in developing 

a treatment proposal. (And sometimes they 

reveal fakes, but that is for another story.)

The most revealing examination methods

involve observing paintings under various

types of light—raking light, infrared light,

and ultraviolet light—each of which pro-

vides different clues to what may lie beneath

a painting’s surface.

When it came to our Canadiana project,

some of the paintings were newly acquired,

while others were icons of the collection,

such as The Death of General Wolfe by Ben-

jamin West and studio.They came in all

shapes and sizes, and in varying states of re-

pair.To handle the scope of the project, the

ROM hired several full-time and two part-

time painting conservators.We found many

of the 97 paintings to be in stable condition,

but a few, about 15 percent, had tumultuous

histories—they had a storied provenance,

had already endured heavy restorations, or

required a new method of display.

Our tasks on three of these paintings ex-

emplify the detective work involved, the

cunning and skill that conserving art can

sometimes require.These paintings and the

stories and images showing how they were

conserved are featured in the exhibition Re-

turned to Former Splendour, now on display in

the Wilson Canadian Heritage Temporary

Gallery within the Sigmund Samuel Gallery

of Canada.

VIEW OF THE CITY 
OF TORONTO

By Edward Taylor Dartnell

c. 1850

105.7 x 186 cm

The ROM team began work on the 

oil-on-canvas painting View of the City of

Toronto by scanning it with UV light. Similar

to “black light,” UV is good at revealing 

surface anomalies not visible to the naked

eye. One problem commonly revealed with

UV light is overpaint—paint added at a date

later than that of the original work that is

not on top of a repair, but hides the original

painting. In this case, the UV scan revealed

discoloured overpaint extending along the 

entire left edge of the painting.This thick

discoloured coating of oil paint was hiding

serious damage.We found a huge multi-

directional tear in the upper right measuring

some 32 x 32 cm (more than a square foot).

Flaking paint indicated previous water dam-

age, and telltale signs—transparency of paint

layers, peaks of canvas threads showing

through, and a scoured appearance under

the microscope—indicated past overclean-

ing. Overcleaning, which occurs when paint

strata are eroded by too much mechanical

force (friction) or chemical means, puts the

paint layers in a delicate condition, an over-

sensitivity similar to allergies in humans.

Because our treatment had to be extra sensi-

tive, we used the least aggressive solvents

that would gently clean and remove the

overpaint.

Fortunately, under UV light, the conser-

vator was able to determine with pinpoint

accuracy which brushstrokes were painted

by the original artist and which contained

newer paint, applied to conceal the signifi-

cant damage. Under microscopic magnifica-

tion, with great care the conservator applied

solvent, and used mechanical methods, such

as a scalpel and dental pick, on the individ-

ual brushstrokes to remove the overpaint.

The large tear needed to be repaired

from both the front and the back of the

painting, but a fabric lining restricted access

to the back of the canvas.To see the tear

from both sides, ROM conservators had to

do a “lining reversal,” applying heat to soften

the adhesive and remove part of the lining

fabric.To protect the “healthy” part of the

painting from undue stress, only part of the

lining was lifted. Fill material—in this case

gesso, glue, and other additives—had been

spackled on to cover the tear’s seam. Once

the old fill was removed, each thread was

painstakingly re-woven and fused together

to create a seamless mend.With a method
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